
Dear Authors,

this is an interesting and well written review. I have some questions on the contents and 
several suggestions concerning the style. Here they are:

line 3351 remove "of" in "nucleon pair of"

line 3352 "perform" not "performed"

line 3353 "in" rather than "suring" (typo!)

line 3354 "but one of the studies described in this Section"

line 3355 "where" rather than "in which"

line 3355 "radii of the colliding nuclei. In such interactions,...."

line 3357 "The analysis not related to UPC has investigated..."

line 3361 "constrains" ("costraint" is the noun, "to constrain" the verb)

line 3362 "transverse momentum", maybe better "the DeBroglie wavelength of the 
produced....translates into a ~60 MeV/c transverse momentum". 
(if my interpretation is correct)

line 3364 remove comma after "thus"

line 3364 "is constrained"

line 3366 "are emitted at a late stage" (I believe it makes the sentence clearer, of course if my 
interpretation is correct!)

line 3366 "these processes is therefore"

line 3367 "possibly" rather than "in some cases"

line 3370 (and following) maybe better "Section" rather than "Subsection" (depending of 
course on the journal style)

line 3371 "of the photon flux" rather than "the incoming photons"

line 3379 remove comma after "thus"

line 3380 "for the virtuality" can be removed (evident from the context of the sentence)

line 3387 maybe better "in the next Sections" rather than "below"

line 3387 better "were obtained requiring"

line 3388 "can be implemented"



Figure 98: axis labels, valuea and legends are definitely too small. Need to use larger fonts.

line 3397 "in some sense elastic" is not very nice. Please try to use a different formulation.

line 3401-3408 here I have some problems with the interpretation of the paragraph. In 
particular

line 3401 "At large negative y..." here I do not see the points as the flux of gamma who can 
produce the J/psi at negative y remains large up to y=4.5.
Is it going to decrease quickly beyond that rapidity ? If yes, it would be good to see this effect 
extending the y-range of the plot. I would then
write "At very large negative y..."

line 3403 "this happens at y~-6.8" this seems to confirm my interpretation but then why not 
showing the flux up to that rapidity or at least closer to it ?

line 3405 maybe better "is related to the behaviour"

line 3407 "difference ..*is* much smaller..." Ok, so what ? The consequence of this fact is not 
immediate and its relevance should be explicitly explained

line 3409 "Two classes..." this was already explained at the beginning so start directly "In 
both coherent and incoherent photoproduction of charmonium
the target is not broken by..."

line 3411 better "completely fixes"

line 3421 I'd remove "for the case of UPC"

Figure 99 ALICE plot: I'd expect so see 4 tracks while I see only two. A lighter color (or 
larger) version is needed.

line 3423 "Note that for the cas..." it is not clear that  both fluxes contribute, as inspecting 
Fig.98 one sees a similar behaviour left and right,
except maybe that the difference at  y=4 is 4 order of magnitude on the left and three on the 
right. Here a more complete explanation is needed.

line 3429-3430 Here I have a problem. If rapidities are large the exp(y) is large, W^2 is large 
and x is small. While your conclusions are exactly opposite.
I am surely missing something but consider if some more explanation is needed.

line 3446 "In addition to requiring" 

line 3450 "*on* both sides of the interaction point" ("nominal" is not really necessary)

line 3452 "(pT>1 GeV/c)" rather than "(1 GeV/c of....)"

line 3458 remove "to" before "e+e-" and "mu+mu-"



line 3460 more clear "Pb-Pb UPC coherent cross section"

line 3468 "nominal" can be removed

line 3469 "and triggers only on a fraction"

line 3471 no unit given for cross section (mb ?)

line 3474 why don't you discuss the ALICE central rapidity result together with CMS ?

line 3476 "rapidity" (singular)

Table 17 two vertical lines are too long in the left side

line 3491 "A remarkable result was found" looks a bit strange. sounds as the other results are 
less remarkable. Start directly with "When studying the....., a significant 
excess of J/psi.....

line 3511 "(i) they have to assume...." (avoiding repeating "the models") "(ii) they include... 
(iii) they fix..."

line 3515 better "can" rather than "could"

line 3616 maybe "model" can be removed "vector dominance (KN)"

line 3619-3623 I suggest to itemize. "There are three main ingredients in this model: (i) The 
vector... which relates...; (ii) the optical theorem, which relates...;
(iii) a classical Glauber model, which relates..."

line 3527 "vector meson photon" may need a "-" (not sure where, though.)

line 3539 remove comma after "model"

line 3553 here I suggest simply "Then, this dipole...." (as you have said already long before, 
it is clear that the second step is long time afterwards)

line 3572 "the IIM model" (small "t")

line 3574 "evolve" not "evolved"

line 3583-3585 I suggest to merge "...ingredients of the models, in particular at midrapidity, 
which corresponds"

line 3585 remove comma after "figure"

line 3590 remove comma after "data" (or add a second one before "using")

line 3590 "constrain" not "constraint"

line 3591 heer I'd consider "data" as plural



line 3594-3595 "photonuclear production data of J/psi is less clear, as the mumber of data 
points and theoretical models are lower"

line 3595 ""The LM-fIPSat model slightly underestimates the data, while..."

line 3596 but is the RSZ-LTA model already modified for this second comparison, following 
what said at line 3589 ?

line 3601 "One of the consequences ias that the STARLIGHT...

line 3609 I'd remove "both"

line 3611 better "anyway" rather than "first"

line 3618 "The possibility of a measurement at different centralities, which will be possible 
during run-2, will allow a test of different model...."

line 3620 "the spectator *nucleons*"

line 3620 "would depend on rapidity" here some explanation is needed as the conclusion is 
not straightforward.

line 3624 "data from Run1 that measurements of photonuclear...are possible and that these 
measurements..."

line 3624 "constrain"

line 3627 itemize "remarkable results: (i) the ratio of psi(2S)....effects; (ii) it seems to be 
possible....". BTW, as you put (ii) between the remarkable results,
shouldn't a plot about this result be included in the chapter ?

line 3630 "will allow an exploration of the dependence..."

line 3630 the "dependence" of what ? should be said for clarity of the sentence

line 3631 "and, potentially, a measurement of Upsilon production. The already existing 
measurements and the forthcoming ones represent important...."


